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Abstract—The challenges of high intra-class variance yet low
inter-class fluctuations in fine-grained visual categorization are
more severe with few labeled samples, i.e., Fine-Grained cate-
gorization problems under the Few-Shot setting (FGFS). High-
order features are usually developed to uncover subtle differences
between sub-categories in FGFS, but they are less effective in
handling the high intra-class variance. In this paper, we propose
a Target-Oriented Alignment Network (TOAN) to investigate the
fine-grained relation between the target query image and support
classes. The feature of each support image is transformed to
match the query ones in the embedding feature space, which
reduces the disparity explicitly within each category. Moreover,
different from existing FGFS approaches devise the high-order
features over the global image with less explicit consideration
of discriminative parts, we generate discriminative fine-grained
features by integrating compositional concept representations
to global second-order pooling. Extensive experiments are con-
ducted on four fine-grained benchmarks to demonstrate the
effectiveness of TOAN compared with the state-of-the-art models.
Index Terms—Fine-grained image classification, few-shot set-
ting, second-order relation extraction.
I. INTRODUCTION
F INE-GRAINED (FG) visual recognition aims to dis-tinguish different sub-categories belonging to the same
entry-level category, such as animal identification [1]–[3]
and vehicle recognition [4], etc. The core challenges of this
problem are the high intra-class variance, yet low inter-class
fluctuations within datasets [5], [6]. As Fig. 1 shows, two
different gulls ‘Herring Gull’ and ‘Western Gull’ share similar
visual appearances. However, within each class, the posture,
illumination condition, and object background can change
dramatically, which is more changeling compared with the
generic image classification problems [7]–[9].
Traditional FG models [5], [6], [10]–[16] utilize large-scale
and fully-annotated datasets to ‘understand’ and ‘memorize’
the training data, thus achieving satisfactory performances in
identifying new samples from the same label space. However,
it is hard to obtain extensively labeled data in many practical
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Fig. 1. The minute inter-class visual differences but significant intra-class
variations in FGFS tasks are more rigorous and challengeable than general
FG tasks.
scenarios, e.g., in industry defects detection, the majority of
defects exist only in a few common categories, while most
categories only contain a small portion. Moreover, annotating
a fine-grained dataset requires massive inputs, e.g., only the
diagnostician with the expert knowledge could accurately
determine the lesion part from the CT images. Consequently,
how to obtain an efficient model with sparse labeled samples
remains an open problem. In this paper, we focus on one
of the representative limited sample learning methods for
FG tasks, i.e., Fine-Grained image classification under Few-
Shot settings (FGFS). Most recent FS methods [17]–[23] are
designed for the generic image classification problems, which
aim to learn to classify unlabeled query images when only
a few labeled support examples are available for each class.
Given the specialties of the FGFS, directly applying these
models without explicitly address the FG properties may result
in less optimized performances.
As the core challenge of the FG problems, with large-
scale and fully-annotated datasets, the high intra-class variance
could be somehow relieved through supervised training to ob-
tain a robust representation of each class. However, for FGFS,
each class only contains limited labeled samples. As seen from
Fig. 1, in the one-shot bird classification scenario, if the single
support (labeled) sample shows a diving gesture, whereas
query (unlabeled) ones are standing, it can be ‘confusing’ for
classifiers to distinguish them. Therefore, the large intra-class
differences among support images, as well as support-query
pairs, bring significant impacts on representation learning.
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Nevertheless, current FGFS models [24]–[27] rarely focus on
this problem. The second-order representation learning [24]–
[28] is usually carried out to address the low inter-class
variance of the FGFS problem. This type of method focuses
on learning FG features over the global image. However, the
most discriminative features of FG data usually exist in some
small parts. Though promising results are obtained in these
models, further improvements can be achieved by exploring
more powerful features.
To solve the above challenges, in this paper, we propose
a novel neural network in a meta-learning fashion, named
as Target-Oriented Alignment Network (TOAN). By em-
ploying a feature alignment transformation and a second-
order comparative feature extraction jointly, TOAN learns a
robust fine-grained relation on each support-query pair, which
achieves superior performances for FGFS tasks. More specif-
ically, to eliminate the training biases brought by the intra-
class variance, we propose to reformulate the convolutional
representations of support images according to the target
query by an attention-weighted sum operation, noted as the
Target-Oriented Matching Mechanism (TOMM). Unlike
the conventional self-attention mechanism [29] that operates
on the input itself, TOMM generates the attention weights
in a target-oriented fashion. That is, the similarities of the
convolutional features between the support-query pairs are
computed first and then converted into a soft-attention map.
The support features are reformulated based on these attention
weights to rule out the possible variance compared to the
query. Different from previous works [24], [25], [27], [28],
TOMM makes the most use of the spatial relation between
support and query images to cope with the sizeable intra-class
variation in FGFS data explicitly.
Moreover, we further enhance the discriminate ability of
bilinear features to address the low inter-class variance through
mining the concept compositionality representation of bilinear
features. Compositionality helps humans learn new concepts
from limited samples since it can convert concepts to know-
ing primitive [30]–[32]. For a convolutional neural network,
convolutional feature channels correspond to different sets of
visual patterns [33]–[35]. Therefore, inspired by [16], [35]–
[37], we incorporate the compositional concepts into the fine-
grained feature extraction by combining the channel grouping
operation with the pair-wise bilinear pooling, named as Group
Pair-wise Bilinear Pooling (GPBP).
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose to automatically learn an explicit feature
transformation to reduce the biases caused by the intra-
class variance in FGFS, named as TOMM. By adopting
a global cross-correction attention mechanism, TOMM
can transfer the support image features to align the query
image features in the embedding space and generate the
new support class features simultaneously.
• We propose GPBP to adopt the convolutional channel
grouping to aggregate the regional representations into
pairwise bilinear pooling, which devises second-order
features from both global and local views. This leads to
more powerful features. To our best knowledge, GPBP is
the first work to adopt group bilinear pooling in FGFS.
• Extensive experiments are conducted on four benchmark
datasets to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed
model, and TOAN outperforms related state-of-the-art
methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces related works. Section III presents the proposed
TOAN method. In Section IV, we evaluate the proposed
method on four widely-used fine-grained datasets. The con-
clusion is discussed in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Fine-Grained Image Categorization
Most recent Fine-Grained (FG) models [5], [6], [11]–[14],
[34], [35], [38]–[43] can be roughly grouped into two cat-
egories: regional feature-based models [5], [11], [34], [35],
[38], [40], [42] and global feature-based methods [6], [10],
[12], [13], [16], [39], [44]–[46]. The regional feature-based
methods focus on mining the discriminative parts of the fine-
grained objects, as they are the most informative parts of
the FG objects. For instance, [38] adopts the adversarial
learning by ‘construction’ and ‘destruction’ the input image
to integrate the discriminative features, while the attention
mechanisms [5], [35], [41], [42] are widely used to learn
the discriminative masks automatically. The global high-order
image descriptors are also favored to enhance the convolu-
tional features, e.g., Lin et al. [6] apply matrix outer-product
operation on the embedded features to generate a second-order
representation, while Gao et al. [13] devise a hierarchical
approach by using a cross-layer factorized bilinear pooling
operation. The square covariance matrices are used in [12].
Our work follows the global feature-based methods to generate
second-order features for FGFS.
B. Generic Few-Shot Learning
Previous works of the generic Few-Shot (FS) learning are
conducted from various perspectives, such as learning with
memory [47], [48], which leverages recurrent neural net-
works to store the historical information; learning from fine-
tuning [17], [49]–[51], which designs a meta-learning frame-
work to obtain well initial weights for the neural network;
learning to compare [18]–[21], [24], [52], etc. Among which,
learning to compare is most widely used [18]–[21], [24],
[26], [27], [53]–[57]. In general, learning to compare methods
can be divided into two modules: the feature embedding and
the similarity measurement. By adopting the episode training
mechanism [21], these approaches optimize the transferable
embedding of both auxiliary data and target data. Then, the
query images can be identified by the distance-based classi-
fiers [18]–[21], [54], [55], [57], [58]. Most recently, [18], [54],
[56] focus on exploring regional information for an accurate
similarity comparison. Our work is somewhat close to the
learning to compare methods. However, we propose to capture
a more robust representation of fine-grained tasks by consid-
ering both eliminating intra-class variations through feature
alignment and pair-wise second-order feature enhancement,
which is tailored for FG challenges.
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Fig. 2. The overview of TOAN in the N-way-1-shot task, we omit other support samples replace with N . The model consists of three parts: the feature
embedding fθ learns the convolved features; the fine-grained relation extractor gω contains TOMM and GPBP, which aims to generate robust deep bilinear
features from support-query pairs, where PBP stands for the Pair-wise Bilinear Pooling; and the comparator Cφ maps the query to its corresponding class.
C. Fine-Grained Categorization with Few Labeled Samples
Wei et al. [25] propose a Piecewise Classifier Mappings
(PCM) framework to tackle the fine-grained image catego-
rization under the few-shot setting. PCM injects the bilinear
feature [6] into a group of mapping networks to reduce the
dimension of the features. A deep distance classifier is then
appended to generate the final prediction. SoSN [27] adopts
the power normalizing second-order pooling to generate the
fine-grained features of the input images, and a pair-wise
mechanism is then proposed to capture the relationship of
support-query pairs, it achieves superior performance on a
fine-grained Open MIC dataset [59]. Li et al. [24] replace the
bilinear pooling with a covariance pooling operation [60], [61],
and a covariance metric is proposed as the distance classifier.
Moreover, [26] designs a localization network to generate the
foreground and background features for an input image with
external bounding box annotations. After that, the bilinear-
pooled foreground and background features are concatenated
to feed into the classifier. Both [24]–[27] adopt the second-
order pooling on the input image itself (noted as self-bilinear
pooling) to capture the fine-grained representation. To further
consider the second-order pair-wise relationship between the
support and query images, our previous work [28] proposes
a factorized low-rank bilinear pooling on them to learn the
pair-wise comparative features directly (noted as pair-wise
bilinear pooling). Moreover, [28] presents a feature position
arrangement module as the feature alignment with the global
MSE loss to boost the discrimination of the fine-grained
features. However, this alignment does not consider the spatial
dependencies between the support and query images. Different
from [28], the proposed model explicitly learns the pair-wise
similarities to generate an attention map and reformulate the
support image feature based on it, without external supervision
like [26]. Furthermore, we also incorporate a group bilinear
pooling by integrating the compositional concept representa-
tions into pair-wise learning.
Besides the above bilinear-based works, generative models
[62]–[64] are also used to synthesize more samples for the
support classes. Moreover, MAML-based model [65] adopts a
meta-learning strategy to learn good initial FGFS learners.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Problem Definition
In a FGFS task, we have a small labeled support set S of
C different classes. Given an unlabeled query sample xq from
the query set Q, the goal is to assign the query to one of the
C support classes. This target dataset D is defined as
D =
{
S = {(xs, ys)}K×Cs=1
}
∪
{
Q = {xq}Vq=1
}
,
ys ∈ {1, 2, · · · , C}, x ∈ RN , V  K × C,
(1)
where xs, ys denote the feature and label of a support image.
The support set and query set share the same label space. If
S contains K labeled samples for each of C categories, the
task is noted as a C-way-K-shot problem.
It is far from obtaining an ideal classifier with the limited
annotated S. Therefore, FGFS models usually utilize a fully
annotated dataset, which has similar data distribution but
disjoint label space with D as an auxiliary dataset A. To
make full use of the auxiliary set, we follow the widely used
episode training strategy [21] as our meta-training mechanism.
Expressly, at each training iteration, one support set AS and
one query set AQ are randomly selected from the auxiliary
set A to construct a meta-task. Moreover, AS contains K×C
samples from C different classes. In this way, each training
task can mimic the target few-shot problem with the same set-
ting. By adopting thousands of these meta-training operations,
the model can transfer the knowledge from the auxiliary A to
the target dataset D.
B. The Proposed TOAN
Given a support image set S = {(xs, ys)}K×Cs=1 ={
{x(1)1 , · · · , x(1)K }, · · · , {x(C)1 , · · · , x(C)K }
}
, where x(t)K is the
K-th sample in class t, and a query image set Q = {xq}Vq=1,
the generic learining to compare FS model consists of two
parts: feature embedding module fθ and the comparator Cφ,
which can be described as:
FS(S, xq) = Cφ ◦ fθ(S, xq), (2)
where ◦ denotes the operator of the function composition,
fθ aims to learn the feature embedding for raw images,
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Fig. 3. The detailed architecture of fine-grained relation extractor, the left figure denotes TOMM, and the right one represents the GPBP operation. A,B
indicate the embedded support sample and query sample, Z is the fine-grained relation.
and Cφ is the classifier. However, this framework cannot
capture a good representation of the subtle difference in FG
data. Accordingly, FGFS models [24]–[28] incorporate a high-
order feature generation module to relive the low inter-class
variance. Nevertheless, they seldom consider the sizeable intra-
class variance conundrum.
To this end, we propose TOAN to jointly cope with these
two problems through a deep fine-grained relation extractor
gω . Fig. 2 illustrates the design of the proposed model:
TOAN(S, xq) = Cφ ◦ gω ◦ fθ(S, xq) = Cφ(ZS,q), (3)
the comparator Cφ assigns each xq to its nearest category in S
according to the fine-grained relation ZS,q , which is generated
by applying gω on the embedded features fθ(S) and fθ(xq).
The fine-grained relation ZS,q is learned as:
ZS,q = gω(fθ(S, xq))
= GPBP ◦ TOMM(fθ(S, xq))
= GPBP({A1, · · · , AC}, B),
(4)
gω is composed of two parts, TOMM and GPBP, to learn ZS,q
from xq and S jointly. TOMM is designed to generate the
query image feature B and a set of support class representa-
tions {A1, · · · , At, · · · , AC}, (e.g., At represents the prototype
of class t), which are well-matched in the embedding space,
while GPBP focuses on extracting the second-order compara-
tive features from the aligned support-classes prototypes and
query image features. We introduce the details of the fine-
grained relation extraction and the comparator as follows.
1) Fine-grained Relation Extraction:
a) Target-Oriented Matching Mechanism:: In FG data,
different sub-classes belong to the same entry-level class,
which means that all samples share a similar appearance.
Therefore, the similarities of the same parts among sub-classes
are higher than those in different parts, which inspires us to
transform support features according to the query using cross-
correction attention. That is, for a pair of support image x(t)s
and query image xq , TOMM is expressed as:
A(t)s , B = fθ(x
(t)
s , xq) ∈ Rc×hw,
dα : A
(t)
s −→ Rc
′×hw, dβ : B −→ Rc′×hw, (5)
where c, h, w indicate the channel number and the size for
the convolutional feature map, A(t)s and B are the embedded
support and query features. dα, dβ capture the task-agnostic
similarity between two features (c′ ≤ c). The aligned support
feature A′(t)s and the support class prototype At are computed
as:
(A′(t)s )
T = Softmax(
dβ(B)
T dα(A
(t)
s )√
c′
)(A(t)s )
T ,
At =
1
K
K∑
s=1
A′(t)s ,
(6)
where Softmax(·) operates in a row-wise way. By using this
matching mechanism, A(t)s is transformed to A
′(t)
s , where
the similarity of each spatial position between A′(t)s and B
reaches the highest. By averaging all aligned features in the
given support class, TOMM obtains well-matched support-
class prototypes and query features. Since TOMM aligns the
support features in each class to match the query ones, the
intra-class variance in each class is thus reduced.
It is worth noting that existing works [56], [66] adopt
cross-correction attention to generate efficient features (using
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attention maps to figure out the semantically related features
between support-query pairs), yet do not change the position
of the convolutional channels, [54] only uses cross-correction
attention to find the closest local features. These works are
designed for generic FS problems, and essentially different
from the proposed TOMM to explicitly transfer the support
image features to match the query ones globally, tailored for
FG challenges.
b) Group Pair-wise Bilinear Pooling:: Semantic com-
positional information plays an important role in FG tasks,
as the most discriminative information always exists in some
small parts. However, current FGFS models [25]–[28] focus
on learning the FG features over the global image. Moreover,
studies show that high-level convolutional channels represent
specific semantic patterns [16], [35], [37]. To this end, we
propose to combine compositional concept representations into
second-order feature extraction to generate more powerful
features for FGFS.
GPBP is composed of the convolutional channel grouping
operation followed by pair-wise bilinear feature extraction.
Given a pair of support class feature At ∈ Rc×hw and query
image feature B ∈ Rc×hw, semantic grouping operation is
formulated as:
Aˆ = Group(At), Bˆ = Group(B),
Group(·) : I −→ [i1; · · · ; ik; · · · ; iN ],
I ∈ Rc×hw, ik ∈ R cN×hw,
(7)
where Group(·) converts the original feature into N disjoint
groups along the channel dimension. Each of these feature
groups contains cN channels, which corresponds to a semantic
subspace [36]. For Aˆ = [a1; · · · ; ak; · · · ; aN ] and Bˆ =
[b1; · · · ; bk; · · · ; bN ], we define a bilinear feature zp of ak and
bk as:
zp = Bilinear(ak, bk,Wkp) ∈ R1×hw
= [(a1k)
TWkpb
1
k, · · · , (ahwk )TWkpbhwk ],
(8)
where aik, b
i
k ∈ R
c
N×1 represent the spatial features of ak and
bk in the given position i. Wkp ∈ R cN× cN is a projection
matrix that fuses aik and b
i
k into a scalar. By adopting Wkp
on each spatial position of feature pairs, a bilinear feature
zp ∈ R1×hw is obtained. For each channel group k, GPBP
learns MN projection matrices, and then we concatenate these
scalars to generate a fine-grained relation:
Zk = [z1; · · · ; zp; · · · ; zM
N
] ∈ RMN ×hw. (9)
After obtaining the fine-grained relations of each group, we
then combine them into the final relation Z 1 as:
Z = [Z1; · · · ;Zk; · · · ;ZN ] ∈ RM×hw, (10)
1For brevity, we omit the subscript of ZAˆ,Bˆ
where M is the final dimension of Z. Similar to [13], [67], we
adopt a low-rank approximation of Wkp to reduce the number
of parameters for regularization:
zp = Bilinear(ak, bk,Wkp)
= [(a1k)
TWkpb
1
k, · · · , (ahwk )TWkpbhwk ]
= [(a1k)
TUkpV
T
kpb
1
k, · · · , (ahwk )TUkpV Tkpbhwk ]
= [UTkpa
1
k  V Tkpb1k, · · · , UTkpahwk  V Tkpbhwk ]
= (UTkp[a
1
k, · · · , ahwk ]) (V Tkp[b1k, · · · , bhwk ])
= (UTkpak) (V Tkpbk),
(11)
where Ukp ∈ R cN×1, Vkp ∈ R cN×1, and  denotes the
Hadamard product.
2) Comparator: After capturing the comparative bilinear
features of query image i and support class j, the comparator
is defined as:
Cφ(·) : Zi,j ∈ RM×hw −→ R1,
j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , C}, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , V }, (12)
where Cφ learns the distance between the support class j
and query image i, that is, for each query i, the comparator
generates similarities from C support categories. The query
image is assigned to the nearest category. Same as [20], [55],
we use the MSE loss as our training loss to regress the
predicted label to the ground-truth.
C. Network Architecture
Feature Embedding Module: In FGFS and FS tasks, fθ
can be any proper convolutional neural network such as
Conv4 [20], [21], [49], ResNet [18], [49], [53], [55], and
AlexNet [25].
Fine-grained Relation Extractor: We show the detailed
architecture of the fine-grained relation extraction module in
Fig. 3. TOMM: To construct dα and dβ , we use a convolutional
layer with a 1× 1 kernel followed by the batch normalization
and a LeakyReLU layer. The Target-Oriented Matching is
implemented by Eq. (6). GPBP: For the channel grouping,
we split the embedded feature map into N groups along the
channel dimension. pair-wise bilinear pooling consists of a
convolutional layer with 1 × 1 kernel followed by the batch
normalization and a ReLU layer. Then the Hadamard product
operation is applied to generate the final bilinear features.
Comparator: The comparator consists of two convolutional
blocks and two fully-connected layers. Each block contains
a 3 × 3 convolution, a batch normalization, and a ReLU
nonlinearity layer. The activation function of the first fully
connected layer is ReLU, where the Sigmoid transformation
is added after the output of the last fully connected layer to
generate similarities for input pairs.
IV. EXPERIMENT
A. Dataset
We evaluate the proposed method on four datasets: Caltech-
UCSD Birds-200-2011 (CUB) [3], which contains 11,788
images spanning 200 sub-categories of birds; Stanford Dogs
(DOGS) [1], which consists of 20,580 images with 120 dog
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TABLE I
THE DATASET SPLITS. Call IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF CATEGORIES. CT
IS THE NUMBER OF CATEGORIES IN THE TARGET DATASETS. CA tr AND
CA va NOTE THE TRAINING CLASS NUMBER AND VALIDATION CATEGORY
NUMBER IN THE AUXILIARY DATASETS SEPARATELY.
Dataset CUB DOGS CARS NABirds
Call 200 120 196 555
CT 50 30 49 139
CA tr 120 70 130 350
CA va 30 20 17 66
TABLE II
RE-IMPLEMENTATIONS VALIDATION.
Methods
MiniImageNet (%)
1-shot 5-shot
RelationNet [20] 50.44±0.82 65.32±0.70
RelationNet, ours 51.87±0.45 64.75±0.57
ProtoNet [19] 49.42±0.78 68.20±0.66
ProtoNet, ours 47.57±0.63 66.21±0.58
MatchingNet [21] 43.56±0.84 55.31±0.73
MatchingNet, ours 48.90±0.62 65.67±0.55
species; Stanford Cars (CARS) [4], which has 196 categories
of cars and a total number of 16,185 images; North America
Birds (NABirds) [2], which consists of 48,562 bird images
from 555 bird species. For a fair comparison, we follow
the latest data splits [18], [24], [28] of FG benchmarks in
DN4 [18], as Table I shows.
B. Experimental Setting
All experiments are conducted in the 5-way-1-shot and
5-way-5-shot fashions on the above datasets. During each
episode of training and testing, we randomly select five
categories to construct a FGFS task. For the 5-way-1-shot
setting, we randomly sample 5×1+5×15 = 80 images from
the selected categories, where there are one support image
and 15 query images in each class. Similarly, we randomly
choose 5×5+5×10 = 75 images to set up the 5-way-5-shot
experiment. We resize the input image to 84×84 and train
models from scratch using Adam optimization [68]. The initial
learning rate is 0.001. We set the group number of GPBP as
four and the bilinear feature dimension as 1024. Moreover,
we fix the output channel of dα = dβ = 64. Besides FGFS
models, it is worth noting that generic FS models can still
be applied to fine-grained data, by referring to the first FGFS
method [25], we select the representative ones for comparison
with the proposed TOAN on FGFS tasks. We compare various
models as follows:
a) FS Baselines:: MatchingNet [21] (NIPS2016), Pro-
toNet [19] (NIPS2017), and RelationNet [20] (CVPR2018) are
three exemplary generic few-shot learning methods. For fair
comparisons, we re-implement these methods by referring to
the source codes with our experimental settings. Moreover, we
conduct several experiments on the miniImageNet dataset [21]
with the Conv4 backbone [20], [28], [55] to validate the cor-
rectness of our implementations of three baselines [19]–[21].
All the training and testing settings of the re-implementations
are the same with TOAN. We present the comparison results
between our re-implementations with the original baselines in
Table II. It can be observed that the classification accuracies
of our re-implementations do not decrease more than 2%
compared to the performance that originally reported. These
minor differences are attributed to the modifications of some
implementation details in our experimental settings, as [49]
investigated.
b) State-of-the-Art:: For generic FS models, we compare
our model with DN4 [18] (CVPR2019) and CovaMNet [24]
(AAAI2019). Both results on CUB and NABirds are ob-
tained from their open-sourced models, while other results are
quoted. For FGFS methods, we select PCM [25] (TIP2019),
SoSN [27] (WACV2019), and FGFS models PABN+ as well
as LRPABNcpt from [28] for comparison.
c) TOAN Family:: First of all, we add the TOMM to
FS baseline models to investigate its effectiveness for FGFS
tasks, noted as FS+TOMM, where FS can be anyone of
the baseline models. Similarly, GPBP is also plugged into
the RelationNet, named as RelationNet+GPBP. To investigate
the grouping function, we replace the proposed function by
a 1 × 1 convolutional layer with a group parameter [37],
noted as TOAN-GP*. Moreover, we remove the task-agnostic
transformation d(·) in TOMM, noted as TOAN-w/o d(·),
where pair-wise similarities are computed directly based on
the embedded support feature At and query feature B. We
replace the embedding Conv4 network [20] with a deeper
ResNet network [18] to study the influence of backbones
for the TOAN, noted as TOAN:ResNet. Finally, we use a
larger 224 × 224 input image size with different backbones
to study the effects of the input image size for TOAN, named
as TOAN 224 and TOAN:ResNet 224, respectively.
C. Experimental Results
Comparison with State-of-the-Art: The comparisons be-
tween TOAN and other state-of-the-art methods are shown
in Table III. It can be observed that our methods compare
favorably over most generic FS and FGFS approaches by
large margins on 1-shot and 5-shot experiments. Specifically,
under the 5-way-1-shot setting, the classification accuracies are
65.34% vs. 63.95% [27], 65.90% vs. 59.84% [18], 49.30% vs.
49.10% [24], and 70.02% vs. 67.73% [28] on CUB, CARS,
DOGS, and NABirds, respectively. Moreover, by replacing the
shallow backbone Conv4 with a deeper ResNet model [18],
the accuracy of TOAN:ResNet gets further improvements. For
example, under 5-way-5-shot setting, TOAN:ResNet achieves
82.09%, 89.57%, 69.83%, and 90.21% compared with 80.43%,
84.24%, 67.16%, and 85.52% for TOAN model on the CUB,
CARS, DOGS, and NABirds.
Ablation Studies about TOMM: First of all, we investigate
the effectiveness of TOMM for FGFS tasks. As Table IV
shows, there is an approximately 5% averagely increase af-
ter adopting TOMM in three FS baselines. Moreover, when
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TABLE III
FEW-SHOT CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY (%) COMPARISONS ON FOUR FG BENCHMARKS. ALL RESULTS ARE WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS WHERE
REPORTED. WE HIGHLIGHT THE BEST AND THE SECOND BEST METHODS.
Methods
CUB CARS DOGS NABirds
1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot
MatchingNet [21] 57.59±0.74 70.57±0.62 48.03±0.60 64.22±0.59 45.05±0.66 60.60±0.62 60.70±0.78 76.23±0.62
ProtoNet [19] 53.88±0.72 70.85±0.63 45.27±0.61 64.24±0.61 42.58±0.63 59.49±0.65 55.85±0.78 75.34±0.63
RelationNet [20] 59.82±0.77 71.83±0.61 56.02±0.74 66.93±0.63 44.75±0.70 58.36±0.66 64.34±0.81 77.52±0.60
CovaMNet [24] 58.51±0.94 71.15±0.80 56.65±0.86 71.33±0.62 49.10±0.76 63.04±0.65 60.03±0.98 75.63±0.79
DN4 [18] 55.60±0.89 77.64±0.68 59.84±0.80 88.65±0.44 45.41±0.76 63.51±0.62 51.81±0.91 83.38±0.60
PCM [25] 42.10±1.96 62.48±1.21 29.63±2.38 52.28±1.46 28.78±2.33 46.92±2.00 - -
PABN+cpt [28] 63.36±0.80 74.71±0.60 54.44±0.71 67.36±0.61 45.65±0.71 61.24±0.62 66.94±0.82 79.66±0.62
LRPABNcpt [28] 63.63±0.77 76.06±0.58 60.28±0.76 73.29±0.58 45.72±0.75 60.94±0.66 67.73±0.81 81.62±0.58
SoSN [27] 63.95±0.72 78.79±0.60 62.84±0.68 75.75±0.52 48.01±0.76 64.95±0.64 69.53±0.77 83.87±0.51
TOAN 65.34±0.75 80.43±0.60 65.90±0.72 84.24±0.48 49.30±0.77 67.16±0.49 70.02±0.80 85.52±0.50
TOAN:ResNet 67.17±0.81 82.09±0.56 76.62±0.70 89.57±0.40 51.83±0.80 69.83±0.66 76.14±0.75 90.21±0.40
TABLE IV
ABLATION STUDY FOR TOMM. WE OBTAIN COMPLETE IMPROVEMENTS (%) IN EACH MODEL AFTER INCORPORATING TOMM.
Methods
CUB CARS DOGS NABirds
1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot
MatchingNet [21] 57.59±0.74 70.57±0.62 48.03±0.60 64.22±0.59 45.05±0.66 60.60±0.62 60.70±0.78 76.23±0.62
MatchingNet+TOMM 60.87±0.78 75.12±0.61 53.79±0.72 72.67±0.55 47.06±0.74 63.22±0.62 65.83±0.75 80.73±0.57
+3.28 +4.55 +5.76 +8.45 +2.01 +2.62 +5.13 +4.50
ProtoNet [19] 53.88±0.72 70.85±0.63 45.27±0.61 64.24±0.61 42.58±0.63 59.49±0.65 55.85±0.78 75.34±0.63
ProtoNet+TOMM 61.60±0.76 75.09±0.61 52.50±0.69 68.13±0.58 46.36±0.73 61.56±0.65 64.77±0.79 80.84±0.56
+7.72 +4.24 +7.23 +3.89 +3.78 +2.07 +9.92 +5.50
RelationNet [20] 59.82±0.77 71.83±0.61 56.02±0.74 66.93±0.63 44.75±0.70 58.36±0.66 64.34±0.81 77.52±0.60
RelationNet+TOMM 64.84±0.77 79.75±0.54 62.35±0.77 81.57±0.51 47.24±0.78 65.23±0.66 69.55±0.77 85.01±0.51
+5.02 + 7.92 +6.33 +14.64 +2.49 +6.87 +5.21 +7.49
TABLE V
ABLATION STUDY OF TOAN FOR OTHER CHOICES. FEW-SHOT CLASSIFICATION RESULTS (%) ON FOUR FG DATASETS.
Methods
CUB CARS DOGS NABirds
1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot
RelationNet+GPBP 60.00±0.74 74.01±0.60 58.35±0.73 73.49±0.59 46.45±0.70 61.70±0.65 65.43±0.81 80.13±0.58
TOAN-GP* 65.80±0.78 79.37±0.61 65.88±0.74 82.69±0.50 50.10±0.79 65.90±0.68 69.48±0.75 85.48±0.53
TOAN-w/o d(·) 64.48±0.76 78.82±0.59 60.02±0.73 81.65±0.49 47.27±0.72 63.98±0.65 68.70±0.79 83.70±0.53
TOAN 65.34±0.75 80.43±0.60 65.90±0.72 84.24±0.48 49.30±0.77 67.16±0.49 70.02±0.80 85.52±0.50
TOAN 224 69.03±0.79 83.19±0.56 69.48±0.74 87.38±0.45 53.67±0.80 69.77±0.70 75.17±0.76 88.77±0.46
TOAN:ResNet 224 69.91±0.82 84.86±0.57 77.25±0.73 91.19±0.40 55.77±0.79 72.16±0.72 77.32±0.70 91.39±0.41
incorporating TOMM to the RelationNet, the model achieves
superior performances over the most compared approaches, for
instance, under the 5-way-5-shot setting, the classification ac-
curacies of RelationNet+TOMM are 79.75% vs. 78.79% [27],
65.23% vs. 63.04% [24], and 85.01% vs. 83.38% [18] on
CUB, DOGS, and NABirds, separately. Therefore, it verifies
that the significant intra-class variance is a crucial problem
in FGFS tasks, and the TOMM is an effective mechanism
to tackle this problem universally. Moreover, as the proposed
task-agnostic transformation d(·) can better capture the simi-
larities of input pairs, TOAN outperforms TOAN-w/o d(·), as
shown in Table V. As Fig. 4 shows, we give a visualization
of the TOMM. Instead of visualizing the embedded feature
directly, we utilize the original image to get a more vivid de-
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(a) CARS Dataset. (b) CUB Dataset.
Fig. 4. TOMM Visualization, the first image in each row represents the
support image, and the remaining images in the row are the aligned results
of the support image, which are matched to each query image (in each top
column).
scription of the proposed feature alignment. More specifically,
we resize the original images to the same size as the Target-
Oriented attention map (19×19). Then we multiply the image
with the corresponding attention map by matrix multiplication
to generate the aligned features that are similar to Equation (6).
We observe that for each support image (each row in Fig. 4),
TOMM transforms its feature to match each query (each top
column image). For instance, in the fourth column in Fig. 4a,
the posture of five support cars is reshaped as the same with
the red query car in the top row. Therefore, the TOAN can
somehow eliminate the intra-class variance in the dataset.
Ablation Studies about GPBP: Unlike simple distance-
based FS methods, which measure similarities of embedded
feature pairs through l2 [19] or cosine distance [21], GPBP
learns to mine fine-grained relations between support-query
pairs. Thus, we combine GPBP with RelationNet to study
its capability. RelationNet+GPBP brings certain gains over
RelationNet, as shown in Table V. After combing TOMM and
GPBP together, the final model TOAN achieves significant
improvements compared with ablation models as expected,
which indicates that the TOMM and GPBP benefit each other.
From the second results row in Table V, the compared group-
ing [37] model TOAN-GP* achieves analogous performances
with TOAN under the 1-shot setting. However, its performance
is lower than TOAN under the 5-shot, which verifies the
effectiveness of our grouping operation.
We conduct two experiments to discuss the proposed GPBP
operation furtherly. First of all, we evaluate the semantic
grouping in Fig. 5a. As it can be seen, when the grouping
number is less than or equal to eight, a larger group size
results in higher performances, e.g., the classification results
reach highest (80.69%) when the grouping size equals eight
under 5-shot settings, which indicates the effectiveness of
semantic grouping on boosting the performance of the bilinear
features. When the grouping number is greater than eight, the
performances tend to be stable with small fluctuations.
Then, we conduct feature dimension selection experiment
as shown in Fig. 5b, it is observed that a higher dimension
of feature can bring a slight improvement in the 5-shot
experiment for the TOAN. For example, the performance is
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(b) Features Dimension Selection.
Fig. 5. Discussions of GPBP, including semantic channel grouping validation
5a and feature dimension selection 5b.
78.93% vs. 80.10%, when the length of the bilinear feature
is 64 vs. 2048 under 5-way-5-shot CUB categorization, while
the model works relatively stable for 1-shot experiments.
Input Image Size for TOAN: In high-order-based FG
methods [6], [10], [12], a higher resolution of the input image
can result in a more fine-grained feature, which is consis-
tent with the reporting of current FGFS models [27], [28].
Therefore, we conduct experiments to investigate the effects of
input resolution for TOAN. As seen from Table V, TOAN 224
and TOAN:ResNet 224 achieve further improvements with a
larger 224×224 input size compared with the smaller 84×84
image resolution in TOAN. This also validates that a higher
input resolution can bring better performance in FGFS tasks
using our model.
t-SNE Visualization for the Learned Features: Fig. 6a
visualizes the feature distribution of the learned fine-grained
features using t-SNE [69]. The features are generated under
the 5-way-5-shot setting on the CUB. We use 30 query
images per class. As can be observed, the learned features
by our TOAN have more compact and separable clusters than
RelationNet (Fig. 6b), indicating the discrimination of the
obtained features.
Different Backbones for TOAN In our experiments, except
for TOAN:ResNet that adopts ResNet [18] as its backbone,
other models apply Conv4 [20], [28], [55] (Conv-64 in Ta-
ble VI) as their embedding module. Then we choose more
backbones to investigate our proposed model. First, we adopt
the Conv-512 [70] as the embedding network, which is derived
from Conv-64 by increasing the width across layers to 512 fea-
ture channels. Following this way, we further revise Conv-64
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(a) TOAN, 80.67% accuracy. (b) RelationNet, 76.67% accuracy.
Fig. 6. t-SNE visualization of the features learned by the TOAN model, we randomly select 5 classes to show, and in each category, there exist 30 query
images.
TABLE VI
DIFFERENT BACKBONE CHOICES OF TOAN. ALL RESULTS ARE WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS WHERE REPORTED.
Methods
CUB CARS DOGS NABirds
1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot
Conv-64 [20] 65.34±0.75 80.43±0.60 65.90±0.72 84.24±0.48 49.30±0.77 67.16±0.49 70.02±0.80 85.52±0.50
Conv-128 64.56±0.78 80.02±0.59 69.20±0.72 86.39±0.44 50.26±0.77 66.96±0.66 70.90±0.77 85.63±0.49
Conv-256 66.16±0.80 80.72±0.58 68.89±0.74 85.29±0.46 49.68±0.75 67.52±0.66 71.26±0.76 86.42±0.47
Conv-512 [70] 66.44±0.77 81.46±0.54 69.59±0.73 86.27±0.45 49.20±0.74 66.75±0.66 72.74±0.76 86.91±0.50
ResNet-64 69.25±0.81 81.90±0.61 74.64±0.76 90.20±0.41 53.33±0.82 69.96±0.70 75.98±0.72 89.55±0.44
ResNet-128 68.95±0.78 83.40±0.58 75.14±0.72 90.95±0.36 52.69±0.81 69.95±0.71 76.14±0.75 90.51±0.38
ResNet-256 [18] 67.17±0.81 82.09±0.56 76.62±0.70 89.57±0.40 51.83±0.80 69.83±0.66 76.14±0.75 90.21±0.40
ResNet-512 66.10±0.86 82.27±0.60 75.28±0.72 87.45±0.48 49.77±0.86 69.29±0.70 76.24±0.77 89.88±0.43
TABLE VII
ABLATION STUDY OF TOAN ABOUT MODEL COMPLEXITY. MODEL SIZE INDICATES THE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS FOR EACH MODEL, AND THE
INFERENCE TIME IS THE TESTING TIME FOR EACH INPUT QUERY IMAGE.
Methods
CUB data set
1-shot (%) 5-shot (%) Model Size Inference Time (10−3 s) Feature Dim
ProtoNet [19] 53.88 70.85 113,088 0.69 64
MatchingNet [21] 57.59 70.57 113,088 0.68 64
RelationNet [20] 59.82 71.83 228,686 1.14 128
DN4 [18] 55.60 77.64 112,832 15.20 64
PABNcpt [71] 63.36 74.71 375,361 8.65 4096
LRPABNcpt [28] 63.63 76.06 344,251 2.53 512
TOAN 65.60 78.93 198,417 0.66 64
TOAN 65.61 79.81 237,585 0.87 128
TOAN 64.69 80.35 315,921 1.04 256
TOAN 64.17 79.19 472,593 1.23 512
TOAN 65.34 80.43 785,937 2.34 1024
to Conv-128, Conv-256. Similarly, we design the ResNet-64,
ResNet-128 and ResNet-512. From Table VI, we observe that
a wider Conv-based backbone can result in higher performance
in FSFG classification. On the other hand, deeper backbones
can achieve further performance improvements compare to
shallow ones. For instance, ResNet-64 outperforms Conv-512
on both 1-shot and 5-shot experiments. In the 5-shot setting,
TOAN achieves relatively stable performance when the width
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of ResNet changes.
Model Complexity and Inference Time: The main com-
plexity of our model is the TOMM operation, which has
O((hw)2), where h×w represents the size of the convolutional
map. In our implementation, h = w = 19. In general, a deeper
convolutional network usually results in a smaller feature map
before feeding to the classifier. Therefore, the TOMM opera-
tion is efficient with deeper backbones. We conduct additional
experiments to investigate the model size and inference time
of TOAN compared with previous works [18]–[21], [28], [71].
As shown in Table VII, using the same feature dimension,
the proposed TOAN model achieves the best performance
compared with other models with a small model size as well as
a short time. While using a larger dimension, the classification
performance can be further improved.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a target-oriented alignment net-
work (TOAN) for few-shot fine-grained image categorization.
Specifically, a target-oriented matching mechanism is pro-
posed to eliminate biases brought by the intra-class variance
in fine-grained datasets, which is a crucial issue yet with
less consideration in current studies. Moreover, the group
pair-wise bilinear pooling is adopted to learn compositional
bilinear features. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed model on four benchmark datasets with state-of-the-
art performances.
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